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Letter to Shareholders
2016 was a very positive year for Western Copper and Gold. The company’s shares increased several
fold over the course of the year and are currently holding in a price range we haven’t seen since 2012.
We have a much more positive outlook for 2017 and anticipate further improvement tied to better
copper prices in the future.
Western Copper and Gold’s Casino Project contains signiﬁcant copper and gold reserves and resources.
With 8.9 million ounces of gold and 4.5 billion pounds of copper in the reserve and an additional 9.0
million ounces of gold and 5.4 billion pounds of copper in the inferred category, Casino is signiﬁcant as
BOTH a copper deposit and a gold deposit. Additionally, Casino is well-advanced into the permitting
stage and it is highly economic even at spot prices. In an extensive report of copper projects worldwide, in July Goldman Sachs
ranked the Casino Project the #1 most economic copper project on a risk-weighted basis for the second year in a row.
In 2016, although a signiﬁcant portion of our eﬀort was focused on permitting, we continued to de-risk the project. A key
development was securing a long-term, low-cost, solution for our power supply by signing an agreement with Ferus Gas to
provide LNG from a new plant in Fort Nelson, British Columbia. We also acquired a number of claims along the western edge
of the project that will provide a buﬀer to future expansion of the Casino Project.
At the beginning of 2016 gold prices soared oﬀ of 2015 lows and Western’s share price responded well. While there are a lot of
analysts that are bullish on the direction of gold in 2017, it is the expected rise in copper prices that will provide the next major
move in copper equities which includes Western Copper and Gold. Years of underinvestment in mine development; production
decreases at some of the world’s largest mines; renewed resource nationalization; and the imposition of export or mining bans
are negatively impacting supply. Concurrently, demand continues to increase due to growth in developing countries, improved
economic reports out of China and the US, as well as a worldwide push for “green” technologies. All these factors are leading
to investors beginning to pay attention to the large looming copper supply gap. As evidence, late in 2016 we saw a quick
rebound in copper prices as they rallied over $0.50 through $2.50 per pound; a ﬁrst step in what we believe will be a sustained
positive price movement throughout the remainder of 2017.
There is no hotter exploration jurisdiction than the Yukon right now. In May 2016, Goldcorp acquired Kaminak’s Coﬀee Project,
which is adjacent to the Casino deposit. Goldcorp’s acquisition has spurred a number of majors to take positions in the area,
with over half a dozen transactions by major companies in the surrounding territory since then.
This year we are committed to staying focused on de-risking the Casino project and to further seek clarity on ﬁnancing and/or
strategic partnership solutions. All eﬀorts are aimed at increasing shareholder value.
With the right project, an improving commodity price environment, a desirable location and a seasoned team, we look forward
to a rewarding 2017.
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